Today: Anixter + CommScope

Join a truly global team offering true competitive advantages.
Thirty years ago, Anixter and CommScope saw an opportunity. CommScope made high-quality cabling products;
Anixter made sure IT products reached the clients in the most customer-friendly way. The synergy and the potential were
obvious. Why not work together? So, in 1984, the two companies established a formal partnership based on the idea
that teamwork works better.
Over the past three decades, this partnership has evolved from a simple network cabling business into a worldwide
community led by experienced, thoughtful professionals utilizing world-renowned laboratories, offering a broad, deep
portfolio of network infrastructure solutions. This mixture of global experience, deep insight and local expertise works.
While our shared success merits recognition, the future demands creative innovation—a new way of looking at
ourselves, our business and you, our clients—that confidently propels your business forward through meaningful
competitive advantages.

Tomorrow: Anixter + CommScope + You

Designed around you to think ahead of change and innovate from the insight out.
You are the centerpiece. We begin and end with you. From R&D and engineering, through sales, operations,
distribution and support, you benefit from one partnership, offering one-of-a-kind solutions, with one goal in mind: to
help you succeed. You are the epicenter, uncompromisingly unique—not just another “customer”.
As a CommScope PartnerPRO™ Network provider, Anixter seamlessly supports your business goals—in your own
language, culture and time zone. You benefit from:
• A coordinated global sales team

• Industry-leading CommScope warranties

• Constant communication, early and often

• A certified, trained global installer base

• Locally-adapted technical and sales support

• Reduced implementation costs

• Solutions stocked and procured in your region

• Customized supply chain solutions that reduce
risk and costs

• Globally consistent product specifications

We help you think ahead of change. Anticipating industry trends, we work proactively to leverage marketplace
conditions rather than being defined by them. Partner with the team instrumental in creating the first cable TV
infrastructure, the first wireless networks, the first data centers and the first intelligent buildings. Be first. Be the best.
Realize greater success.
Together, we innovate from the insight out. Our experts guided the arrival of coaxial, twisted-pair and fiberoptic technology. We’ve written the industry standards for every major network evolution. We draw from 30 years of
real-world technical expertise and an agile global supply chain with boots on the ground in more than 50 countries to
develop advanced network infrastructure solutions that simplify your life. That’s practical, actionable insight for smarter
business decisions.
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